
2022 Summer Reading Project for Students Entering 4th Grade

**This project is due on the 1st full day of school.**

“This is My Eye: A New York Story” by Neela Vaswani

( ISBN 9780763676162 ; Published 08/14/2018 )

This is My Eye: A New York Story, by Neela Vaswani is described by Emmie Stuart saying, “Neela Vaswani’s
story of a young girl living in New York City is told with photographs “taken” from the girl’s perspective. “My dad says
it’s not what you look at—it’s what you see,” she says at the beginning of the story. From there, the photographs on
each page illustrate the city’s subway stations, rainy days and people as seen through a peephole. Vaswani’s
powerful photographs and spare text offer a glimpse of what it’s like to be a 9-year-old living in New York.”

This Summer’s Reading Project is meant to inspire the photographer/author in you!  Additionally, you will
reflect on what “It’s not what you look at—it’s what you see,” means to you.  Parents, please read and discuss the
photo book with your son/daughter.  You may purchase the book on Amazon, Barnes & Noble or rent it out at your
local library. Then help your child as they take a Camera Walk of their own.  Students should take pictures that inspire
them and help them to express the phrase, “It’s not what you look at, it’s what you see”   as it relates to their everyday
life at home and in their community . For your dedication page - Write 2 - 3 sentences on who you are dedicating your
photo book story to and why? Students should take at least 10 photographs with the phrase “it’s what you see,” in
mind.  Print the photographs out.  You will use the photos to create a photo book that reflects your perspective of the
world around you.  Write a few sentences, per picture, that shows what each photograph means to you.  Make sure
to edit your sentences for correct spelling, grammar and punctuation.

A completed book should include:

● A title page with your name as the photographer and author.
● A picture for my cover.
● A dedication page. ( Write 2 - 3 sentences on who you are dedicating your photo book story to and why?)
● 10 photographs with meaningful writing, and finished with a print out of the project’s rubric as the

back cover.
● Make sure to check the rubric so that you earn all 25 points for your photo story.
● Be prepared to share your story on the first full day of school.  I look forward to working with you!

Have a great summer,

Mr. Dispenza

Summer Reading Project Entering 4th Grade Name:________________________



Photo Story Points Rubric

My Story includes:

_______ /1 point: A title on my cover

_______ /1 point: A picture for my cover

_______ /1 point: My name as the photographer and author displayed on my cover

_______ /1 point: My dedication page

_______ /10 points: 10 pictures that show my point of view of the world around me
(remember to reflect on the quote, “It’s not what you look at, it’s what you see.”)

_______ /10 points:  My written description, per photograph, expressing what I see in
each of my pictures

_______ /1 point: A print out of this rubric placed on the back of my book

Total points earned: _______/25


